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WAS FORMER CAPTAIN ROBERT SEMRAU SOLELY RESPONSIBLE, FROM AN ETHICAL POINT OF VIEW, FOR KILLING AN INJURED MAN?

NOT SO FAST ... WHO REALLY WON AT QUÉBEC IN 1759?

THE NATIONAL SHIPBUILDING PROCUREMENT STRATEGY AND THE ROYAL CANADIAN NAVY
W ell, it was not a particularly arduous winter here in southern Ontario, and spring is now in full burst mode in our little corner of the Great White North. With the promise the season brings, we hope we have cobbled together a diverse and stimulating array of articles, opinion pieces, and reviews to pique the interest of our readers.

In our lead article, Major Rob Stokes, a former infantry officer and now a lawyer serving in the Office of the Judge Advocate General, introduces a few of the conceptual approaches to military personnel law and policy (MPLP), views MPLP’s core concepts through the filtering lens of approaches to military personnel law and policy (MPLP), and reviews to pique the interest of our readers.

He is followed by Marco Wyss and Alex Wilner, two senior researchers for the Center for Security Studies at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in Zurich, Switzerland, who present a compelling endorsement of the Lockheed Martin F-35 Lightning II as a 5th Generation fighter aircraft for Canada. As an old fighter pilot, I must confess that I find the debate surrounding the planned acquisition of the jet profoundly interesting. Nonetheless, the ramifications of cost overruns, production delays, some relatively minor structural issues (not unusual in a new aircraft), and a recently announced, unspecified impact upon American acquisition plans all suggest that the jury of public, and, to an extent, professional opinion is still out on this unquestionably fine aircraft. Time will tell …

Next, Andrew Morrison, an Army Reserve Intelligence Officer and an associate veterinarian, argues that, given the complexity and diversity of today’s operations, use of the modern military veterinarian, focusing upon helping to build sustainable agriculture to help stabilize societies in need, is a tool that should be employed by the Canadian Forces.

In our historical section, Christian Breede, infantry officer and PhD candidate in War Studies, outlines “… the historical context (in relation to Clausewitzian theory) of the (American) decision to develop limited nuclear options [LNOs]” as a strategy to counter the extreme policy of Mutually Assured Destruction (MAD) in U.S. nuclear war planning. He further offers that “… the search for those options was tainted by inter-service and inter-departmental rivalries, ultimately leading back to a de facto posture of massive nuclear exchange.”

Pierre Pahlavi and Karine Ali then provide an interesting and informative study of Portugal’s little-known involvement in Angola, Guinea Bissau, and Mozambique during the period 1961-1974, “… as a unique perspective to examine the adaptation of a Western army to irregular warfare.” In doing so, they emphasize the cultural-cognitive (ideological/ideational), normative (doctrinal/strategic), and regulative (laws, rules) dimensions of Portugal’s counter-guerrilla efforts in the region “… [conducted] to prevent its three African colonies from becoming independent.”

Lots of opinion pieces in this issue, and I am very pleased that we are generating so much interest and comment. Lieutenant-Colonel (ret’d) Rémi Landry, an associate professor at the University of Sherbrooke and a former infantry officer with the Royal 22nd Regiment (Vandoos), furthers the ongoing ethical debate with respect to the morality of battlefield mercy killings through presentation of a fresh perspective on the ethical importance of the act committed by Captain Robert Semrau in October 2008. Next, Michael Gibson, the Deputy Judge Advocate General Military Justice, launches a spirited defence of Canada’s military justice system, which he staunchly maintains is one of the best in the world. Then, renowned Canadian historian Desmond Morton takes a fresh look at the Battle of the Plains of Abraham in 1759, and argues that it was the Royal Navy and its timely appearance on the St. Lawrence River the following spring, and not British land forces, that altered the course of history at Québec and in British North America. He is followed by the Canadian Defence Academy’s Dr. Rick Monaghan, who argues that the CF’s current language education and training programs cannot support the demand for them, and that they are about to be underfunded. In brief, he maintains, “… unless there is commitment to continuing to modernize Second Official Language and Training (SOLET), the CF requirement for bilingual personnel cannot be met.” Finally, as the last of the opinion pieces, NATO analyst Paul Cooper opines that the establishment of a specialized NATO Governance Support Team (GST) would be a welcome and worthwhile asset in helping to turn around a failed or failing state, or in establishing a post-conflict state.

Our own Martin Shadwick takes a detailed look at the National Shipbuilding Procurement Strategy (NSPS), and maintains, among other things, that “… sealift, support to joint forces ashore, and related capabilities are relevant to a broad range of military, quasi-military, and non-military contingencies, both at home and abroad …”

Finally, we close the issue with a rather extensive and diversified sampling of book reviews for further consideration by our readers.

Until the next time.

David L. Bashow
Editor-in-Chief
Canadian Military Journal
INSTITUTIONAL ANALYSIS AND IRREGULAR WARFARE: PORTUGAL’S INVOLVEMENT IN ANGOLA, GUINEA BISSAU, AND MOZAMBIQUE (1961-1974)

by Pierre Pahlavi and Karine Ali

Introduction

The study of Portugal’s involvement in Angola, Guinea Bissau, and Mozambique offers a unique perspective to examine the adaptation of a Western army to irregular warfare. First, it is a case still conspicuously ignored by academic experts in this domain, the bulk of their attention being devoted to the study of the British in Malaya, the French in Algeria, or the Americans in Vietnam or Iraq. However, Portugal’s COIN operations in Africa offer an exceptional illustration of a successful adaptation of a Western army to irregular warfare. As this type of war requires, by definition, a degree of adjustment, success in defeating the adversary is largely dependent upon the friendly forces’ capability to adapt to a new context. Organizational adaptation, however, is not simply a matter of reorganizing structures, or modifying ‘command & control’ (C2) and doctrine. It also requires dealing with deep and oftentimes very subtle institutional forces that facilitate or prevent effective shifts from taking place.

By going beyond traditional explanations usually limited to logistical, doctrinal, and geopolitical factors, sociological institutional analysis presents notable advantages to study and to understand how some institutional forces that are, in general, neglected by scholars specializing in this field, can lead to unwanted adaptation, or can provide a solid basis in an irregular warfare context. Using sociologist Richard Scott’s model of institutional analysis as a framework, this article emphasizes three key dimensions of Portugal’s counter-guer-
Sociologists have studied changes within institutions since the 1980s through institutional analysis.”

Theoretical framework

Emile Durkheim, the founder of modern sociology, emphasized that any institution can exist only if it serves a social function that can be legitimized. Hence, institutions will engage in substantial adaptation only if they have no other options available. One of the fruitful ways to look at institutional change is isomorphism. It has been noted that organizations in a similar field of activity tend to copy each other, in terms of formal structures, but also with respect to espoused values and shared world views. Indeed, expediency in the face of uncertainty (i.e., what appears to work for competitors) is often a key driver in effecting institutional change.

Sociologists have studied changes within institutions since the 1980s through institutional analysis. Yet, however powerful this approach may be, very few sociologists have applied it to the military institution. Therefore, it is not so well known how the military institution maintains its internal integrity when the challenges are coming from facing a new type of enemy that does not conform to the usual definition of the state-centric military warfare. Conventional military institutions tend to copy each other, but, as this case study illustrates, isomorphism can also occur when a conventional army faces an unconventional enemy. The outcome of such isomorphic dynamics, however, can seriously debase the core foundation of an institution’s capacity to maintain its social legitimacy.

Although there are several schools of thought with respect to sociological institutional analysis, one of the few authors who succeed in providing a comprehensive framework to study institutions is Richard Scott. Scott’s framework follows the main pillars of social order, but provides more details for one of them. The first pillar is defined as regulative, and it encompasses the notion of social predictability. It is made of both formal and informal rules, regulations, laws, and sanction systems. Scott divides the second pillar related to its cohesiveness into two pillars of institutional analysis, namely the normative and the cultural-cognitive. Social cohesion is possible if a number of implicit values and norms are shared about what is desirable and legitimate, and these shared notions form Scott’s second pillar. The third pillar, the cultural-cognitive, refers to shared preconceived notions, thought patterns, and world views that also contribute to maintaining social cohesiveness. These three pillars of institutional analysis provide a comprehensive framework for understanding the actions and decisions within an institution.

The key unit of analysis in institutional analysis remains key decisions taken by key actors, which lead to real actions or inaction. It requires a degree of qualitative interpretation that is similar to the one done in the well-established field of organizational analysis. The main variables that determine why these real actions or inaction take the turn they do are based upon the three pillars; they are interdependent variables. For instance, rules and regulations can limit what is thinkable (cultural-cognitive), while the rules themselves can also be seen as an expression of some underlying norms and values. To overcome these overlapping dynamics, institutional analy-
sia divides the three pillars, and uses some specific indicators for each. For the regulative pillar, the indicators are not only the formal and informal rules, regulations, laws, and sanction systems, but also how rules and sanctions are invoked when taking decisions. The normative pillar indicators are related to social expectations about espousing shared norms and standards of action. The invocation of ‘appropriateness’ and the ‘normal’ way of doing business are common indicators. Lastly, the typical cultural-cognitive indicators are specific beliefs, world views, thought patterns, and the invocation of what is ‘right,’ ‘good,’ or ‘true.’

Using as examples the Portuguese army’s counter-insurgency experience, the following sections will demonstrate how useful Scott’s framework is to study the influence of non-material factors with respect to the adaptation of a Western military institution in a non-conventional context.

2. The cultural-cognitive pillar

The first pillar of this institutional framework is composed of the cultural-cognitive/ideological elements, upon which rests the Portuguese counter-insurgency (COIN). Its components are fundamental because they provide the entire structure (normative and regulative dimensions), its coherence, as well as its legitimacy. The most important elements in this matter are territorial integrity and lusotropicalism.

Portugal’s presence in Africa dates back to the end of the 15th Century. Most of Portugal’s military, intellectual, and political elites, starting with former Prime Minister Antonio de Olivirra Salazar, perceived Portuguese presence overseas as vital for the nation. The colonies held an important economic promise and they were crucial to giving Portugal status as vital for the nation. The colonies held an important economic promise and they were crucial to giving Portugal status as vital for the nation. The colonies held an important economic promise and they were crucial to giving Portugal status as vital for the nation. The colonies held an important economic promise and they were crucial to giving Portugal status as vital for the nation. The colonies held an important economic promise and they were crucial to giving Portugal status as vital for the nation.

Portugal thus ignored significant international opposition to its colonial empire. In times when most colonial powers negotiated the independence of their colonies, Salazar’s regime inserted the narrative of modern Colonialism into one “… in which discovery, expansion, and colonization played an absolutely central role.” Portugal was thus among the last countries to grant independence to their colonies after the coup d’état against the Salazarist regime. Portugal’s determination to fight three counter-insurgencies simultaneously to retain these colonies is, in large part, linked to this importance given to territorial unity. Portuguese leaders thought of the colonies as a primordial part of their national territory, and of great strategic significance. Portugal wanted to be considered as an important player, like its French, British, and American counterparts; the small size of the metrópole was considered to be a major obstacle towards achievement of this objective. The Portuguese leadership thus devoted time and resources to reaffirm that Portugal was an empire; in school textbooks, the overseas territories were “… superimposed on maps of the United States and Europe, from the Mediterranean to Russia.”

Territorial unity was notably put forward by President Américo Tomas, when he declared that the colonies had the “… same importance as […] other sacred portions of national territory.” These claims of territorial unity were materialized by Portugal’s refusal to submit reports on its colonies, or to cooperate with any committee dealing with colonial areas.

To defend its position, Portugal developed rhetoric to present the country as an atypical colonial power; one of its significant components was the lusotropicalist ideology, introduced by Brazilian intellectual Gilberto Freyre. Portugal used this concept to underline the distinct nature of its relations with its African colonies. According to anthropologist and social activist Miguel Vale de Almeida, lusotropicalism was “… a special kind of inclination or capacity for miscegenation” possessed by the Portuguese, essential to “transform the representations and practices of the anachronistic Portuguese colonialism.” Portugal wanted to be perceived on the international scene as a multi-racial and multi-continental nation, having “… cordial relations with the non-European populations […] in the tropics.” In the midst of the creation of the UN and its Charter and anti-colonial conferences, lusotropicalism proved to be useful to defend Portuguese colonialism, with an emphasis on the “ideal of the harmonious blending of racial, religious, and cultural differences.”

Lusotropicalism provided Salazar with both scientific validation and ideological justification for refusing to relinquish his country’s colonial empire. The vast majority of the Portuguese people were convinced that lusotropicalism represented their country’s practices, policies and goals overseas. This cultural cognitive pillar was strong enough to serve, not only as a basis for the political position, but also to impregnate the doctrinal adaptation to the African counter-insurgencies.
3. The normative pillar

The study shows that the Portuguese concept of irregular warfare also rests upon a strong normative basis. A doctrine designed for this COIN was used by the Portuguese army, serving as solid normative pillar. The Portuguese counter-insurgency rested upon specific elements creating an original ‘way of war.’ Its careful analysis, in light of the historical military results and political changes, may lead to some useful lessons about institutional drivers of change or stability, of success or failure, in COIN operations.

To develop adequate counterinsurgency tactics adapted to the African conflicts, both the political and the military elites contributed to the thinking with respect to the use of the asymmetrical weapon. The Portuguese used parts of French and British doctrines and lessons learned from counter-insurgencies in Algeria, Indochina, Kenya, and Malaya. They sent officers to the Centre d’Instruction de Pacification et Contre-Guerilla in Algeria in 1959, and came to the conclusion that their army had to “… make the most urgent preparations to fight an insurgency.” From the French concept of guerre révolutionnaire, they learnt the importance of making social advancement a centerpiece of their efforts. They also followed France’s example by dividing the counter-insurgency into psychological war and psychological action – the first to undermine the insurgent’s will to resist, and the second to “… strengthen both the morale and allegiance of the people and the fighting will of the soldiers.” From the British experience in Kenya and Malaya, they used these general principles: minimum use of force, coordination of intelligence, civil-military cooperation, and small-unit operations.

Considering the outcome of other equivalent counterinsurgency campaigns, but also the size of the territories, the resources limitations, and the probability of a long term war, the goal was to maintain a low intensity conflict, low casualties, and low cost. Therefore, a specific doctrine was written by the Portuguese Army General Staff in 1960, entitled O Exército na Guerra Subversiva (The Army in Subversive War). This doctrine demonstrated the will to take into account the particularity of the conflicts in Angola, Guinea Bissau, and Mozambique, and provided a solid normative pillar to the counter-insurgencies.

Another normative characteristic of the counter-insurgencies was the Africanization of the troops. This practice, in itself, was not an innovation. However, with the counter-insurgencies, political and military elites provided a new logic to local recruitment. First, because of the necessity to limit metropolitan casualties; second, because a multi-racial army countered the criticism of a ‘race war’; third, because it allowed maintenance of “… a strong solidarity with the population;” fourth, because of the tactical advantages, such as the recruits’ knowledge of the local terrain, or the use of informers... Therefore, the miscegenation of units sets Portuguese armed forces apart from their French counterparts, and served as an important basis of their strategy. Portugal’s armed forces also trained para-militias, responsible for most of the defence of rural towns and fortified villages. In Mozambique, the use of tribal enmities when recruiting people from a certain ethnic group into defensive forces, gave the Portuguese a strategic advantage. Also, they developed an intelligence apparatus derived from the British system in Malaya: this political and military intelligence apparatus relied upon the use of agents and informers, air and ground reconnaissance patrols, and a system of intelligence coordination centres. Portugal also used “disgruntled nationalists to assassinate their one-time comrades.”

“... small patrols of well-trained men who could penetrate rugged terrain to gather intelligence, kill guerrillas, disrupt food gathering [...] and above all, make contact with the population.”

Given the nature of the warfare, the Portuguese Armed Forces chose to reorganize into small units of light infantry. Inspired by the British, Portugal used “… small patrols of well-trained men who could penetrate rugged terrain to gather intelligence, kill guerrillas, disrupt food gathering [...] and above all, make contact with the population.” Almost all Portuguese navy, air force, and army units – apart from cavalry squadrons and artillery batteries in some cases – were reorganized into infantry companies on a provisional basis. In accordance with the doctrine, the idea was “making them better able to keep up with the guerrillas on the ground” by giving up heavy weaponry to facilitate redeployment.
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A Dornier Do-27 of the Portugese Air Force (FAP) at the airport in Nambuangongo, Angola.
local population in villages they built, despite the existence of land laws stating that only vacant land could be given as land concessions. This policy was well-perceived by military, government groups, and civilian officials because it allowed them to control insurgent activities, detect guerrilla infiltrators, and better extend services, such as education, medical care, and sanitation. This resettlement into small guarded artificial villages proved to be a major aspect of the Portuguese counter-insurgency campaigns. In terms of psychological war, it allowed the Portuguese to satisfy military requisites of defence and population control, while freeing land for future European settlement. It also stimulated the economic and social development of the local population, which was crucial to winning hearts and minds. In Angola alone, more than one million people were resettled.

These resettlements regrouping the local population in gated villages were notably used to serve the socio-economic promotion mission of the counter-insurgencies. Indeed, psychological action in the form of socio-economic development programs was another important asymmetric strategy used by the Portuguese. Portuguese soldiers took part in psychological action missions, built hospitals and schools in the fortified villages and sometimes performed teaching duties. Portugal understood the importance of the support of the local population and thus wanted to address their grievances to counter the arguments put forward by the insurgents with respect to the iniquities of the society in the colonies. The military aspect of the war was considered to be a secondary issue. Portugal developed various types of socio-economic programs, but put a special emphasis upon their educational efforts to provide an “… avenue of opportunity for the population rather than the frustration of a dead end.”

Finally, one other characteristic was the containment of warfare to the rural areas; the insurgents surrendered the cities but, apart from minor sabotage, did not cause much urban disruption.

Where the French failed to kill Ho Chi Minh in 1952, the Portuguese were able to eliminate many insurgents, including two prominent nationalists in Mozambique and Guinea Bissau. To convince the local population to join or to cooperate, the use of propaganda proved to be crucial: “subversion [was] fought by means of wall papers, placards, pamphlets, etc.” The field and bush newspapers published by the army were of the foremost importance, destined to the soldiers, but also distributed among the population; they served purposes of information, propaganda, and counter-propaganda. Pamphlets also played an important role by requesting the local population to leave the bush and report to the armed forces, thus disrupting the support they provided to the liberation movements; one stated: “[that] straight thinking people live in the village.” Propaganda has always been part of any counter-insurgency campaign; what gives the Portuguese approach its specificity was the message promoting the multi-racialism of Portugal’s colonial policy. This aspect is crucial as it clearly reflects lusotropicalism, which served as a major legitimizing pillar upon which rested the institutionalization of the counter-insurgencies.

To limit the military involvement and cost, various socio-political initiatives completed the military strategy. The tactical use of the populations was, in this matter, of foremost importance. First, Portugal favoured the settlement of Metropolitan Portuguese citizens in its African colonies to reaffirm the indivisibility of its territory. Portuguese settlements in Angola and Mozambique were also seen as necessary to “ensure resistance to any spread of the liberation movements;” Portugal thus encouraged workers and convinced ex-servicemen to settle in the colonies. In addition, Portuguese officials tried to favour the resettlement of the
From a regulative point of view, this study demonstrates that Portugal’s counter-insurgencies in Angola, Guinea Bissau, and Mozambique rested upon a series of both formal and informal rules, as well as laws enacted to facilitate their conduct. Various measures were adopted by the Portuguese leadership to make the use of O Exército na Guerra Subversiva possible.

Portugal’s counter-insurgencies in Africa were undertaken in conformity with a body of acts and laws adopted by the métropole, ranging from a Constitutional Law, to laws specific to the overseas territories. The formulation and amendments of these laws after 1945 were mainly guided by the will to project the image of a united Portugal in accordance with the cultural cognitive understanding of the African colonies, therefore legitimizing a fight to keep them under Portuguese rule. The Organic Charter of the Portuguese Colonial Empire was renamed the Organic Law of the Portuguese Overseas Provinces in 1953 in an attempt to erase references to the notions of ‘colonies’ and ‘empire’ in Portuguese Law. However, the legislative changes that took place appear rhetorical, without a significant impact upon the local population, merely to project a positive image of the conditions of the locals abroad. Indeed, the status of the indigenous populations versus the Portuguese settlers was one of the great concerns expressed by international observers. In the 1960s, Portugal abolished its colonial forced labour laws as well as the special statute excluding the local population from citizenship. Since citizenship was granted to the population in Angola, Guinea Bissau, and Mozambique, the Electoral Law of 1968 also gave them the right to vote, as long as those doing so could read and write Portuguese. Land laws were also enacted; the control and the use of land proved to be a crucial aspect of Portugal’s counter-insurgencies with the resettlement policies. To protect the local population from wrongful appropriation of their properties, land laws officially stated: “[that] only vacant land [could] be given as land concessions;” some Portuguese settlers nonetheless took possession of land made vacant by the resettlement of the local population. Despite these unlawful appropriations, Portugal did not make these land laws more precise to avoid such practices, due to a significant European campaign for more land concessions. Other institutional changes highlight the Portuguese will to disguise the colonial nature of its Empire in response to the strong decolonization movement in the international community after 1945. Portugal’s Constitutional Law was revised in 1972. Even though the change was sometimes deemed “superficial,” it reaffirmed the equality of status between the colonies and Metropolitan Portugal. However, being recognized as autonomous regions did not come with the power to make decisions in matters related to diplomatic and consular relations, laws, nomination of the Governor, control of the financial administration, and so on. Therefore, it appears that the regulative pillar was more fragile than the first two pillars, more open to criticism and more susceptible to rapid changes.

However, from a purely military point of view, the regulative basis appears to be more solid. As was the case at the doctrinal level, Portugal made changes and adaptations to various military and defence organizations to prepare the armed forces to the conduct of the counter-insurgencies in Angola, Guinea Bissau, and Mozambique. Until 1950, prior to its adhesion to NATO, Portugal had two different forces; the first was stationed in the métropole under the authority of the Ministry of War, while the Ministry of the Colonies was responsible for the second force, stationed in the ultramar. To coordinate the military efforts in the colonies, those forces were unified and put under the responsibility of the Ministry of National Defence, thus relegating the Ministry of War (renamed Ministry of the Army) to the same standing as the Ministries of the Navy and the Air Force. Portugal, learning from the experiences of fellow NATO members, decided to merge the two forces to facilitate a more coherent and centralized approach to the African counter-insurgencies. 1950 was also a turning point in terms of management of military affairs. Before that year, this management was exclusively coordinated in the political sphere through the work of the ministries. However, starting in 1950, “... joint operational activity of the armed forces was channeled through the Chief of Staff of the Armed Forces and the various Commanders-in-Chief.” By facilitating a better coordination between the political and the military leaderships, Portugal hoped to secure victory in the three counter-insurgencies. Maintaining a close relationship between those leaderships was notably necessary.
Moreover, lusotropicalism was also made part of the curriculum of various administration schools. Notably, it was taught in the School of Colonial Administration, and in the social and political science institutes. Lusotropicalism quickly became a consensual idea, allowed Portugal to showcase the country as an example living up to its reputation in terms of good practices in its colonies, and it served as a cultural-cognitive basis for the counter-insurgencies’ institutionalization. On the political side, lusotropicalism was used to improve Portugal’s image as a united country, composed of overseas provinces willingly a part of Portugal, and served as a basis for the legislative changes presenting Portugal as a multi-continental nation – differentiated from being a colonial power. Thanks to lusotropicalism, Salazar’s regime was able to reaffirm the legitimacy of his country’s presence in Africa, and it therefore faced little-to-no opposition when the time came to make fundamental institutional changes, such as the amendment of Portugal’s Constitutional Law just two years before the coup d’état. Information control and propaganda insured the delivery of the message in favour of Portugal’s colonial empire. Widely used to spread the lusotropicalist ideology, they created the conditions necessary for the acceptance of the institutional changes and adaptations made for the counter-insurgencies. The recuperation of lusotropicalism by Salazar’s regime allowed Portugal to justify the use of force to defend the country’s territorial unity. From a military point of view, it played an important part in various doctrinal decisions, for example by ‘opening the door’ for a greater integration of African personnel in the armed forces. In addition to resolving Portugal’s manpower problems and helping the Portuguese counter-insurgency units to achieve “notable levels of tactical success,” the use of local population troops also legitimized Portugal’s counter-insurgencies by depicting Portugal’s armed forces as allies fighting at the side of the local population. Moreover, this specific approach, based upon equality, allowed them to claim a distinct contrast with previous COIN operations, such as France’s guerre révolutionnaire in Algeria. The fact that Salazar’s regime held on to its colonies longer than most of the former colonial empires, and that, even after the coup, the idea of African independence was perceived as “treason,” tends to prove that the cultural-cognitive support for colonization was strong.

From a normative point of view, various measures were taken to strengthen the new operational norms, including the implementation of new doctrine in the field of military planning and training. Thanks to the initiative of writing the doctrine O Exército na Guerra Subversiva, the Portuguese counter-insurgencies present a great originality: no soldier was sent to fight without a clear idea of what he was going to fight, how he was going to do it, and the result he was supposed to expect. Military training was redesigned to familiarize the personnel with both psychological war and psychological action initiatives to undertake in the African colonies.
the ‘psychological weapon’ became very central, PSYOP doctrine and principles were taught to Portuguese soldiers before their deployment to the three theatres. Elite commando unit training was undertaken in Angola and in metropolitan Portugal to accomplish a three-fold mission: “…to defend territorial borders, to ensure internal security, and to develop a program of psychosocial activity.”

While training their troops, the Portuguese made sure to address the following interrelated issues: making the troops capable of understanding subversion and insurgency, teaching the importance of the integration of both civil and military measures, developing leadership skills adapted to counterinsurgency warfare, and teaching tactics used in a counter-insurgency environment. A Centre for Special Operations Instruction was also created to provide training in ação psicológica (psychological action) – which later became APSIC or PSICO (psycho-social action). This large diffusion of the new doctrine helped to solidify the normative pillar by contributing to the easy acceptance of all its specific components.

**Conclusion**

Thanks to a large consensus among the political elites and the public with respect to the need to maintain dominion over the African colonies, the regulative pillar also seems strong enough to prevent any unwanted institutional change. With well-broadcasted and controlled rhetoric designed to idealize Portuguese nationalism, Salazar’s regime was able to rally Portugal’s population, as well as NATO allies, and it demonstrated the will to take the military leadership’s expertise into account in 1950 when it agreed to share the management of military affairs with the Chief of Staff of the Armed Forces, and the Commanders-in-Chief. Various institutional changes resulted in a greater decision-making power to the military leadership, then made free, for instance, to design, teach, and implement elements of the singular Portuguese counter-insurgency doctrine.

Some may have argued that African loyalty was not gained, or that the intended counterinsurgency goals of strategic resettlements were not achieved because the insurgency spread. However, most analyses tend to acknowledge that the military strategy was successful. For almost fifteen years, despite the lack of human, material, and financial resources, the size of the territories to defend, significant international disapproval, the absence of an historical example of successful comparable counterinsurgencies…the Portuguese maintained a low-intensity conflict and a low level of metropolitan casualties at relatively low cost. It is commonly accepted that, in 1971, military victory was acquired in Angola, and that the Portuguese Army was able to contain the Mozambican insurgency, at least until 1970. There is no doubt that the robustness of the three aforementioned pillars played a crucial role in these achievements.

However, political obstacles were too high. From the beginning, the African insurgents had little hope for military victory, but they waged a “war of attrition to drive up Lisbon’s costs in blood and treasure,” to weaken Portugal’s will to fight. Indeed, after many years of sacrifices, even the Portuguese Army was realistic with respect to the military indefensibility of the area on the long term, and was conscious of the fact that “no amount of military verve could overcome the political problem of legitimacy in Africa.” Despite global acknowledgement of success in the implementation of the various institutional changes, and adaptations made to fight the counter-insurgencies, strong criticism from the international community proved to be the most important obstacle for Portugal.

Contrary to the Algerian case, the Portuguese Army decided to move forward and create the political solution that the civil government was refusing to provide in order to end the conflict. Members of the army usurped power in 1974, notably because of the ‘dead end’ their country was facing in the three counter-insurgency campaigns that kept “…pumping in men and money” without resulting in clear victory. Soon after the coup d’état orchestrated by officers of the Armed Forces – 25 April 1974 – Portugal negotiated the decolonization of its African colonies. Guinea Bissau was granted independence in September 1974, Mozambique in July 1975, and, lastly, Angola in November 1975.
The Portuguese counter-insurgencies, drawing lessons from past insurgencies, and based upon a doctrine of their own, accepted by the military and the population, were based upon really solid cultural, normative, and even regulative pillars. However, what this case study tends to prove is that, no matter how efficient the COIN strategy, or how strongly institutionalized it is, the main motor of change remains political. No military campaign can be won without concomitant political support.
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